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Alfonso Candle Holder

Malene Leather Woven Runner

Throw Rug, Fringe Trim

Milk Jug Vase Set with Wood Tray

Anthracite Happy Stripe Blanket

Leaf Wall Plaque  
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This Month's Color's



MALENE   LEATHER
WOVEN   RUNNER
THROW   RUG,
FRINGE   TRIM

 

This is the perfect area carpet for entrances, living spaces, hallways,
bedrooms and jeans.
Vacuum only to keep the carpet looking clean and fresh.
It pairs perfectly with other home décor accessories from other
decor styles

This beautiful textural blanket is woven from strips of leather creating a
subtle pattern and durable surface. The leather is woven between
cotton lace and knots at the edges for rectangular carpets, clean finish
for round carpets.



3 Opaque vases
Authentically Sourced, Pieces will
Vary in size, finish and shape for
every tray

Inspired by antique milk bottles, these
three opaque glass vases perfectly
compliment the hand-carved wood
tray. This trio and tray is just right for
showing off your favorite flowers.
These heritage pieces are ready for a
new life in today's home.

MILK   JUG   VASE  SET   WITH   WOOD
TRAY



ANTHRACITE   HAPPY
STRIPE   BLANKET

 

2 cups of awesome
1/2 tsp of fun
3 tbsp color
1 cup of kindness
salt and pepper to taste

80% cotton / 20% polyester
Machine wash
Imported

Create a warm oasis of comfort and
relaxation with this cozy blanket crafted from
soft, touchable fabric that adds texture to
your favorite lounge space or use as a bed
spread layer with other blankets or alone on
warm summer nights.



Hand-crafted from a American
Maker
wipe Clean
Hang on a wall or set up on a table
with it's own table bracket

Leaf wall plaque w/ silver foil accent
with sawtooth hanger on back for
easy mounting. Silver accent plaques.

LEAF  WALL  PLAQUE  



Three Colors to choose from:
Brown Quartz 
White/Gold
Midnight Blue

Comes with a 100% beeswax candle

Let the ambiance envelope your room with these
18th century inspired candle holders. It features a
brass cup to hold the candle and a brass border
edging the holder. We colored the brass gold to
emphasize on its traditional design reminiscent of
time bygone. 

ALFONSO  CANDLE
HOLDER

 



The Shop (elhyme-inspiration.com)

Check out our
Shop

 

https://elhyme-inspiration.com/the-shop/ols/all

